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The Problem

Distinctly different types of bread are produced by varying methods of baking 

proportions of ingredients and types of flour. Suggest an experimental and 

theoretical study of how one or several bread varieties are baked. 
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Introduction

Baking is where dough is transformed into bread: one of the oldest and most 

essential foods on the planet.



Analyze

When you are making a bread there are a lot of factors that you need to notice 

temperature, type of flour, proportions of the ingredients, method. We mainly 

concentrated on the proportion of ingredients. By changing some small of 

amounts of the ingredients we hope to achieve a different variety of bread.     



Experiment

So to experiment with bread we needed a starting formula. We went to bakeries 

and asked the recipe for a normal white bread. 



Recipe

In water(room temperature) we put the yeast next we cover the bottle and we let 

the yeast multiply. After that in a big bowl we put the flour the water with the yeast 

and the sugar and the salt. Then we knead and add a little water or flour until the 

mixture becomes uniform. When it becomes then we let it to inflate in a warm 

place. Next we separate it in two breads and leave it to infate for a last time. When 

it finishes we put it in heated oven (180 degree) until it takes color.



Analogies 

1 kg flour

50 gr yeast

1 spoon of sugar

3 spoons of salt

2,5 cups of water



Experiment 1 

We wanted to give more flavor in the bread so we changed the analogies the 

recipe with the following way

Yeast x1.5

Sugar x2

All the other parametres are the same



Result 1

The bread was missing some salt and it was stiff hard and it had a brighter colour 

than the usual bread.



Result 1.2

Also cause of the multiplied yeast the water went over the cup 



Experiment 2 

We wanted to have a hard bread that was healthier so we did the basic formula 

but we didn't add any sugar.   



Result  2

The bread was stiff and almost flavors also it was again harder than the usual 

bread.



Conclusion 

We can understand that:

Sugar: gives a sweet taste in the bread and it makes it more puffy

Yeast: Is an essential factor but the more you put it will multiply until it leaves the 

cup

Salt:Makes the bread whiter and gives a salty taste
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